Day 1
Tuesday
February 23rd

Your Hosts

The MSP Cyber Resilience Workshop
Register at trumethods.com/cyber-workshop

Gary Pica | President | TruMethods | LinkedIn
Andrew Morgan| Founder| The CyberCall| LinkedIn

1:00-2:00pm ET

MSP Cyber Capability & The Cyber Resilience Gap

Audience

Executive & Technical

Presenters

Wes Spencer| CISO|Perch Security| LinkedIn
Ryan Weeks| CISO|Datto| LinkedIn
You might be surprised to learn that most MSPs are not at the cyber
resilience level they need to be in 2021. Is your business ready for 2021 cyber
threats? Join our experts as they outline the evolution of cyber threats and
what actions you can take to ensure you can continue to provide clients
excellent services while repelling 2021 cyber attacks.

2:00-3:00pm ET
Audience
Presenters

Building an Incident Response Plan for Success

Executive & Technical
Chris Loehr| Executive VP|Solis Security| LinkedIn
Mike Burgard| CISO|Marco Technologies| LinkedIn
Your incident response plan is one of the most important factors to
achieving cyber resiliency. So, do you have a plan in place if something
goes wrong? Join this interactive session as our experts take a deep dive
into creating a step-by-step process for cyber attacks. Get ready to
collaborate and create the building blocks for creating the perfect
incident response plan and business impact analysis.

3:00-4:00pm ET

Vulnerability Scanning & Exploitation

Audience

Technical

Presenters

Bryson Medlock| Senior Threat Researcher|Perch| LinkedIn
Jason Slagle| VP of Technology|CNWR| LinkedIn
MSPs are focused more than ever, on improving their cyber maturity,
resiliency and hygiene. The mantra, "you can't protect what you don't know"
has never been more relevant for MSPs and SMBs. Historically, MSPs have
utilized their RMM platform to patch workstations and servers, however, with
the proliferation of IOT and the Work From Home phenomena that COVID
has ushered in, now more than ever, IT Providers must be vigilant in
continuous monitoring and vulnerability management.
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Day 2

|

Wednesday
February 24th

1:00-2:30pm ET

Tabletop an RMM Breach

Audience

Executive & Technical

Presenters

Wes Spencer| CISO|Perch Security| LinkedIn
Ryan Weeks| CISO|Datto| LinkedIn
Chris Loehr| Executive VP |Solis Security| LinkedIn
Have you actually seen what happens to an MSP when their RMM is
breached? Join this session to see a demonstration first hand! Our team
of experts will show you exactly what happens when an MSP faces a
security threat like that. Of course, they’ll also walk you through exactly
what you need to do when this happens and industry best practices for
recovering.

3:00-4:00pm ET
Audience
Presenters

Go-to-market and How to Sell an "Assume Breach" Offering

Executive & Sales
Gary Pica| President|TruMethods| LinkedIn
Mike Burgard| CISO|Marco Technologies| LinkedIn
Matt Solomon| VP of Business Development |Kaseya| LinkedIn
Cybersecurity in 2021 isn’t all bad for MSPs. All these new security
threats present opportunities for more revenue! Our MSP Sales Gurus
are coming together to show you how to sell these new security
offerings to clients. You’ll learn how to capitalize on the increasing
cybersecurity threats and make these attacks start paying off.

4:00-5:00pm ET

Web Exploitation: Is your Web Presence Secure?

Audience

Technical

Presenters

Bryson Medlock| Senior Threat Researcher|Perch| LinkedIn
Jason Slagle| VP of Technology|CNWR| LinkedIn
The majority of the solutions MSPs use, both internally to run the business
and deliver their solutions (aka: Your Stack), are running HTTP on the
backend. Knowing our business and our clients are in the "crosshairs" of
cyber criminals, now more than ever, it is critical to understand the potential
risks and the attack vectors.
Bryson and Jason will show how solutions like Zap – web vulnerability
scanning solution & DVWA – web application designed so you can see what
the source of attacks looks like can be used to help your MSP.
During this session, they will review the OWASP Top 10 and show you the
most common types of exploits as well as how these attacks are initiated.

Special Giveaway

During our final session, Web Exploitation: Is your Web Presence
Secure, Cyberfish will be giving away TWO 1 hour personal
cybersecurity training sessions with Jason Slagle, VP of Technology
at CNWR.
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